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A nonlinearity in the magnetoelectric coefficient, aNonlinME , of Metglas=Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT) and

Metglas=Pb(Mg1=3,Nb2=3)O3-PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) laminate sensors has been observed. This

nonlinearity was found to be dependent on the dc magnetic bias (Hdc) and frequency of the ac drive

field (Hac). The maximum value of aNonlinME for both types of composites was found near the electro-

mechanical resonance. For Metglas=PZT laminates, the maximum occurred under a finite bias of

Hdc �5 Oe; whereas, for Metglas=PMN-PT, the maximum was found near zero dc bias. One appli-

cation for aNonlinME is a cross-modulation scheme that can shift low frequency signals to higher fre-

quency to achieve lower noise floor. For Metglas=PMN-PT, aNonlinME has another application: removal

of the necessity of a dc bias, which helps to design high-sensitivity sensor arrays and gradiometers.

VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3665130]

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been much interest in low-frequency

(�1 Hz), low-power, low-cost, room-temperature magnetic

sensors with high sensitivity and low equivalent magnetic

noise floors.1,2 There are various types of commercial mag-

netic sensors that have some of these characteristics, but not

all. With regards to high sensitivity and low noise floors,

superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) are

the most well-known: but, they need to be operated at cryo-

genic temperature, which makes the system costly and

large.3 Other smaller and less costly magnetic sensors, such

as fluxgates, do not have the required sensitivities and detect-

able field ranges.4 They operate at room temperature, but are

not truly passive.

To date, magnetic sensors based on the magneto-electric

(ME) effect have been widely investigated.4–10 The ME

effect is a polarization response to an applied magnetic field,

H; or conversely, a magnetization response to an applied

electric field, E.5 Researchers have found that two-phase

laminate composites which contain magnetostrictive and pie-

zoelectric phase layers laminated together have giant ME

effects.6 Generally, the ME response is described by a linear

ME voltage coefficient aME, defined as5–7

aME ¼ E=Hinc ½V/cm� Oe�; (1)

where Hinc is the incident field to be detected. Values of the

linear ME voltage coefficient of aME ¼ 20 V=cm� Oe and

aME ¼ 500 V/cm� Oe have been reported at low and electro-

mechanical resonance (EMR) frequencies,7 respectively, for

the trilayer laminate of Metglas=Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT) =Metglas.

Prior investigations have focused on the linear ME

response4–10 and constitutive equations.5 However, the indi-

vidual layers are known to have significant piezoelectric8

and effective piezomagnetic9 nonlinearities. Such nonlinear-

ities are known to be extrinsic, and dependent on external

variables, such as frequency and dc electric=magnetic fields.

These nonlinearities, in the piezoelectric coefficient, have

contributions from domain wall dynamics.10 Different

regimes of domain wall dynamics are known under different

drive ranges: these include both reversible and irreversible

domain wall displacements. In ME laminate systems with

significant magnetoelectric coupling, inherent non-linearities

induced in one phase should be transferred to the other. An

equivalent model for the ME laminate can be reached based

on constitutive piezoelectric, piezomagnetic, and motion

equations.5,11 The ME voltage (dV=dH) and ME charge

(dQ=dH) coefficients in the L-T mode can be deduced from

the 1-D Mason’s equivalent model as
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where sE
11;p

and sH33;m are the elastic compliances of the piezo-

electric and magnetostrictive layers, d33,m the effective linear

longitudinal piezomagnetic coefficient, g31,p the transverse

piezoelectric voltage coefficient, k31,p the piezoelectric cou-

pling coefficient, n the thickness ratio of the piezoelectric

and magnetostrictive layers, l and w are length and width of

the laminate, and tlam is the total thickness of the laminate.12

Clearly, these formulas can be extended to nonlinear

regimes, given that the piezomagnetic and piezoelectric

coefficients involved are allowed to be nonlinear.

The best ME laminate composites, as magnetic sensors,

achieve an intrinsic equivalent magnetic noise floor of 20
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pT=HHz at 1 Hz in a good laboratory magnetic environment

and at room temperature.13 Fluctuations in low frequency

noise (i.e., 1/fn, with n as an integer) make further decreases

in the noise floor increasingly challenging. Previously, ME

sensors have used a charge amplifier (CA) detection method

to amplify low frequency magnetic signals.14 Figure 1 shows

a typical noise model for such a ME sensor detection unit,

where vn and in are the equivalent input voltage noise and

current noise of the charge amplifier,15 respectively; Rf is the

noise generated by the feedback resistor of the charge ampli-

fier; while Rin and tan(d) are noises generated by the leakage

resistance and dielectric loss factor of the piezoelectric/

dielectric layer, respectively. In this graph, it can be seen

that the noise floor at low frequency (such as 1 Hz) is around

10 times higher than that at higher frequency (such as 1

kHz).

Three approaches might be taken to mitigate the low fre-

quency magnetic noise floor. The first is to reduce the low

frequency noise of the ME sensor detection unit. In this case,

the lowest achievable noise floors are limited by physical

parameters (Rin and tan(d)) (Refs. 12 and 15) and the require-

ment of room-temperature operation. In addition, when oper-

ating the sensor in a laboratory environment, external low

frequency noises (such as vibration and thermal noises) will

also be limiting factors.15–17 The second approach is to

implement a modulation scheme.18 Such a scheme can only

mitigate low frequency noise that exists in the charge ampli-

fier, and thus, the internal noise of the sensor and external

low frequency noises will still be limitations.

The third approach is to use a cross-modulation sche-

me.12An implementation of a ME sensor detection unit using

such cross modulation can be found in Ref. 12. The low

frequency magnetic signal that needs to be detected is an

incident field Hinc with a frequency of f1, while a drive field

Hac with a frequency of f0 is applied to the ME sensor using

a drive coil. Cross modulation scheme makes use of the

nonlinear ME coefficient aNonlinME of ME sensors, which is

defined as

aNonlinME ¼ E= Hinc � Hacð Þ � V=cm� Oe2
� �

; (4)

where Hinc and Hac are the incident and drive fields, respec-

tively. For a linear ME response, there would be no mixing

of these two fields. However, if the ME response is nonlin-

ear, then the output signal of the ME sensor will contain

cross modulated fields with frequencies of ( f06 f1). Since f0
is usually much higher than f1, the nonlinear ME coefficient

aNonlinME offers the potential to modulate low frequency mag-

netic signals (at frequency f1) to higher frequencies ( f06 f1),

where the noise floor is much lower, as shown in Fig. 1. The

potential exists for intrinsic=environmental noise rejection

capabilities that exceed those of the charge amplifier detec-

tion method, but this potential is not yet realized. Please note

that realization of cross-modulation depends on the magni-

tude of the nonlinear ME coefficients aNonlinME , which as noted

above have yet to be determined and understood.

In this paper, the nonlinear ME coefficient aNonlinME of

Metglas=PZT and Metglas=Pb(Mg1=3,Nb2=3)O3-PbTiO3

(PMN-PT) ME laminates is reported for the first time. We

show significant values of aNonlinME near the electromechanical

resonance frequency for both types of laminates. The maxi-

mum value of aNonlinME is achieved near zero dc magnetic bias

for Metglas=PMN-PT laminates, but under finite biases for

Metglas=PZT.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

Trilayer ME laminate composites consisting of Metglas

and PZT layers, and Metglas and PMN-PT, were fabricated

following the procedures previously published.19 The Metglas

foils were obtained from Vacuumschmelze (Hanau, Germany)

and were 27 lm in thickness. The foils were cut into a dimen-

sion of 8 cm in length and 1 cm in width. The PZT fibers were

obtained from Smart Material Corp (Sarasota, FL, USA) and

were 170 lm in thickness. Textured PMN-PT fibers were

obtained from Ceracomp (Cheonan, Korea) and were of the

same thickness. Both types of piezoelectric fibers were cut to

a length of 4 cm and a width of 0.2 cm.

In the fabrication of the laminates, we first epoxied three

layer stacks of Metglas foils together, following prior reports

that resulted in enhanced values of aME.
18 We then deposited

Inter-Digitade (ID) electrodes on both sides of the piezoelec-

tric layer which consisted of 5 fibers. Kapton insulating

layers were then epoxied on top of both sides. Finally, we

assembled ME laminates by bonding 3-layer Metglas stacks

on each side of the piezoelectric fiber.

The magnetostriction was characterized by a strain

gauge method, where the strain induced by an applied dc

magnetic bias was measured by a strain gauge bridge module

BCM-1 (Omega: Stamford, CT, USA). The effective piezo-

magnetic coefficient was then simply calculated from the

derivative of the magnetostriction. We next measured the

linear magnetoelectric coefficient aME using a method previ-

ously published.20 In this method, the voltage induced across

the piezoelectric by application of an ac magnetic field was

measured at various frequencies and dc magnetic biases.

Finally, we measured the nonlinear ME coefficient

aNonlinME . We applied both an incident field at a frequency f1
using a Helmholtz coil and a drive field at a frequency f0
using a drive coil, and then measured the cross-modulation

FIG. 1. (Color online) Noise model of charge amplifier based ME sensor

detection unit.
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fields having frequencies of ( f06 f1) using an SR-785

dynamic signal analyzer (Stanford Research Systems: Sun-

nyvale, CA). We converted the cross-modulation fields to

aNonlinME (with unit of V=cm-Oe2): which was done by knowing

the applied incident and drive fields, and the spacing of the

ID electrodes. The cross-modulation fields ( f06 f1) were

then demodulated to a low frequency f1 using an SR-850

lock-in amplifier. Experimentally, we observed the demodu-

lated signal both using an SR-785 (in frequency domain) and

an oscilloscope (in time domain). Please note that the carrier

frequency reduction technique mentioned in Ref. 12 was

needed to reduce the magnitude of the carrier signal at the

drive field frequency of f0.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the magnetostriction and effective linear

piezomagnetic coefficient of the Metglas=PZT and

Metglas=PMN-PT laminates for dc magnetic biases between

-50 Oe and 50 Oe. As previously reported,19 and as can be

seen in equations (2) and (3), it is actually not the magneto-

striction coefficient that is important to the value of aME, but

rather that of effective linear piezomagnetic coefficient d33,

m. In this figure, the values of the magnetostriction and d33,m
can be seen to be nearly the same for both types of laminates.

However, some difference in d33,m can be seen between

them at lower values of dc bias field Hdc. The changes in

magnetostriction with Hdc were larger near Hdc¼ 0 for the

Metglas=PMN-PT laminate than for the Metglas=PZT.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the linear ME voltage coeffi-

cient aME as a function of Hdc for the Metglas=PZT and

Metglas=PMN-PT laminates, respectively. The frequency of

the incident field Hinc was fixed at f¼ 1 kHz, but three differ-

ent magnitudes of Hinc (0.1 Oe, 1 Oe, and 4 Oe) were applied.

In these figures, a notable difference in the slope of aME near

Hdc¼ 0 can be seen. For the laminate with PZT fibers, two

different slope regimes were found for Hdc � 68 Oej j (as

identified by I and II in Fig. 3(a)). In particular, the slope near

Hdc¼ 0 was much smaller. Whereas, for the laminate with

PMN-PT single crystal fibers, no such regime of low slope

was observed, rather only a single regime was found for

Hdc � 68 Oej j that had a higher slope. These differences will

result in important corresponding differences in the nonlinear

ME coefficient aNonlinME between the two types of laminate, as

will be shown below. In addition, Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) reveal

some dependence of aME on Hinc. Prior investigations have

not shown such a dependence on Hinc. Our findings indicate

an inherent nonlinearity in aME.

Further investigations of the nonlinearity of aME under dif-

ferent dc magnetic biases was then performed, as summarized in

Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) for Metglas=PZT and Metglas=PMN-PT

laminates, respectively. The magnitude of the incident field Hinc

was varied between 0.2 Oe and 4 Oe. Five different Hdc biases

were chosen: 9.5 Oe (maximum aME value), 4.8 Oe, 3 Oe, 2 Oe,

and 1 Oe. If aME lacks nonlinearity, then at a given Hdc, aME

should be constant and independent of the incident field used. In

other words, aME=a
Norm
ME should always be equal to one over the

entire Hinc range, where a
Norm
ME is the value under Hinc¼ 0.2 Oe.

However, Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) show that aME=a
Norm
ME does change

with Hinc. The results demonstrate that aME for both Met-

glas=PZT and Metglas=PMN-PT laminates are nonlinear. Also,

the nonlinearity in aME was mostly determined by the value of

Hdc. It is important to note that the nonlinearity was minimal

under Hdc¼ 9.5 Oe, where aME was maximum (compare with

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)) for both laminate types, respectively. These

findings clearly establish that the nonlinearities are largest at

lower bias levels, where the linear aME is small.

Next, we directly measured the nonlinear ME voltage

coefficient aNonlinME . These measurements were performed using

the cross-modulation method discussed in Sec. II, where the

incident field Hinc had a frequency of f1¼ 1 Hz. Figure 4(a)

shows aNonlinME for a Metglas=PZT laminate taken at f0¼ 1

kHz. A small nonlinearity of aNonlinME ¼ 0.1 V=cm-Oe2 was

found for Hdc¼ 9.5 Oe, near which bias field the linear coeffi-

cient aME was maximum. Please note that previous publica-

tions were based on this dc bias field to achieve an optimized

operation point.5–10 However, a maximum nonlinearity of

aNonlinME ¼ 1.2 V=cm-Oe2 was found under Hdc¼ 4.8 Oe. These

results clearly demonstrate that an improvement of aNonlinME by

a factor of 10� can be achieved by optimizing Hdc. Figure

4(b) shows aNonlinME for a Metglas=PZT sensor taken near its

EMR at f0¼ 31 kHz. Under this drive condition, a maximum

value of aNonlinME =25.5 V=cm-Oe2 was found: which is a

20� improvement compared to that at f0¼ 1 kHz. Therefore,

for the Metglas=PZT sensor, a total improvement of

255�was achieved by optimizing Hdc and f0.
FIG. 2. (Color online) Magnetostriction and piezomagnetic properties of (a)

Metglas=PZT and (b) Metglas=PMN-PT sensors.
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Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show similar measurements of

aNonlinME for a Metglas=PMN-PT laminate at different frequen-

cies. For f0¼ 1 kHz (see Fig. 4(c)), a minimum value of

aNonlinME = 0.1V=cm-Oe2 was found near Hdc¼ 9.5 Oe, whereas

a much larger value of aNonlinME =2.2 V=cm-Oe2 was found

under Hdc¼ 2 Oe. For f0¼ 29.5 kHz near the EMR (see Fig.

4(d)), this maximum value of aNonlinME was increased to 25.3

V=cm-Oe.2 These results demonstrate a 253 times higher

aNonlinME which was achieved by optimizing Hdc and f0.

Furthermore, inspection of Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) will

reveal that aNonlinME is nearly maximum under Hdc¼ 0 Oe for

Metglas=PMN-PT laminates: this result is much different

than that for laminates with PZT fibers, where aNonlinME was

greatly reduced near Hdc¼ 0 Oe. These findings could have

significant ramifications to the use of cross-modulation as

detection methods for reduced noise, if the intrinsic sensor

noise is not measured under an external dc magnetic bias.

Not only can the low frequency noise floor be reduced for

FIG. 3. (Color online) aME vs Hdc

curves for (a) Metglas=PZT and (b)

Metglas=PMN-PT sensors; aME=a
Norm
ME vs

Hinc curves for (c) Metglas=PZT and (d)

Metglas=PMN-PT sensors.

FIG. 4. (Color online) aNonlinME optimiza-

tion of Metglas=PZT sensor at (a) f0¼ 1

kHz and (b) f0¼ 31 kHz (EMR). aNonlinME

optimization of Metglas=PMN-PT sen-

sor at (c) f0¼ 1 kHz and (d) f0¼ 29.5

kHz (EMR), respectively.
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Metglas=PMN-PT by cross-modulation, but in addition its

maximum performance can be designed to occur without a

restriction of having a permanent Hdc. The physical reason

for this difference in aNonlinME between various piezoelectric

materials is interesting and should be noted. Single crystals

of PMN-PT oriented and poled along [001] are in a domain-

engineered state,21 which has a bridging monoclinic struc-

ture.22,23 Hysteretic and dielectric losses are extremely small

under both moderate bipolar and large unipolar drives in this

domain engineered state,24 and thus minor hysteresis loops

are negligible under these conditions. Application of the

electric field does not result in domain wall motion, but

rather the polarization is free to rotate in a plane.25 However,

in conventional PZT piezoelectric ceramics, hysteretic losses

are high and minor hysteresis loops known about E¼ 0 in

the poled condition.24 Application of the electric field results

in domain movement, where the field at which motion is

induced can be notably influenced (i.e., pinned) by substitu-

ents and vacancies.

Figure 5 gives the test results for the Metglas=PMN-PT

sensor using the cross-modulation scheme, where a 10 nT

incident field at a frequency of f1¼ 1 Hz and a 0.5 Oe driving

field at a frequency of f0¼ 29.5 kHz were applied. More

information on the cross-modulation approach can be found

in Ref. 12. Similar results were found for Metglas=PZT
sensors, and thus are not shown: the only difference was that

the Metglas=PMN-PT sensors did not need a dc magnetic

bias Hdc to achieve an optimized value of aNonlinME . Figure 5(a)

shows the sensor output signal before demodulation, which

contains the carrier and cross-modulation signals at the

frequencies of 29.5 kHz ( f0), 29.499 kHz, and 29.501 kHz

( f06 f1). Figure 5(b) gives the demodulated 1 Hz magnetic

field signal, as obtained by the SR-785 dynamic signal

analyzer. This figure shows that the cross-modulation

scheme has the ability of transferring low frequency mag-

netic signal (1 Hz) to higher frequencies (29.499 kHz and

29.501 kHz), where the noise floor is much lower than that

at low frequency.26 Please note that the effectiveness of this

frequency transfer is proportional to the nonlinear ME coeffi-

cient aNonlinME . This is the reason why in this paper we tried to

determine the conditions under which the nonlinear ME

coefficient aNonlinME was maximized.

Again, please bear in mind that the results in Fig. 5 were

taken with no applied dc magnetic bias Hdc. Since no dc bias

is needed for the Metglas=PMN-PT sensor, it is a good can-

didate for sensor array and gradiometer applications,27,28

because there would be no dc magnetic bias interface among

different sensors and therefore the sensor arrangement could

be expected to be more flexible.

IV. SUMMARY

We have performed an investigation of the nonlinear mag-

netoelectric properties of Metglas=PZT and Metglas=PMN-PT

sensors. By optimizing Hdc and the drive frequency f0, the non-

linear ME coefficient aNonlinME was increased by more than 250

times. We find that the value of aNonlinME is large under small

Hdc, where the linear coefficient aME is small; whereas, it is

small under the bias where linear coefficient aME is maximum.

We also find an important difference between laminates con-

taining PMN-PT fibers as compared to those with PZT ones.

This is that those with PZT fibers only have small values of

aNonlinME near Hdc¼ 0 Oe, but those with PMN-PT have maxi-

mum values under this condition. The lack of dc bias require-

ments makes Metglas=PMN-PT sensors a good choice for

applications that restrictions with regards to dc bias interfer-

ence. Using the enhanced nonlinearity found in this study, to-

gether with a cross-modulation scheme recently reported,12 we

have been able to reject low frequency noise in laminates,

while not requiring dc magnetic biases.
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